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of Jackson, LLC

Pools. Hot tubs. Outdoor Living.

OUR STORY
Swimming into 50 years of fun in the sun!
Aloha Pools and Spas has been building gorgeous, quality
swimming pools for 50 years now - and it all began in the
Cook family backyard. John and Dona Cook decided to
build an inground pool for their family with the help of their
children in the summer of 1969, and before long their friends
and family began to want one of their own. Quickly
growing into a family business, the Cook siblings went on
to build thousands of inground and above ground pools
throughout Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas, Missouri,
Illinoise, and Kentucky.
50 years later, the Cook family has maintained their
family values while delivering quality products and superior
customer service throughout the mid south. Opening up a
Jackson location in 1992 with his wife Michelle, Dennis Cook
has worked in the pool industry nearly his entire life and offers
incredibly creative construction ideas and solutions. Moving
into the superstore Aloha of Jackson currently calls home in
2003, Dennis and Michelle have expanded their business to
be able to offer nearly every product customers could need
for their backyard oasis, including hot tubs, patio furniture,
outdoor kitchens, pergolas, and of course, every supply you
could need for a swimming pool. It is incredibly important to
the Cook family to provide superior service before, during,
and after the sale. Not only do we want to build your pool,
we want to help you maintain and enjoy it.

1.

At Aloha Pools and Spas of Jackson, we know that a
swimming pool is a big investment, and that’s why we’re
dedicated to building you a backyard oasis that your
family will be able to enjoy for generations to come! 50
years ago, the Cook family set out to create the backyard
of their dreams and now it’s time for us to help you make
your dreams a reality!

1969

John and Dona Cook can be seen on the far right with friends, in
front of the very first Aloha pool. Who knew this one pool would
grow into a family legacy of generations of pools!

Dennis and Michelle Cook with their kids Kaden, Kady Beth, and Kristin, along with
grandchildren, Kyler and Jace.

John and Dennis Cook

The Cook Family- (L to R)- Brad, Deb, Dennis, John, Dona, and Doug

John and Dona Cook, with a few of their grandchildren

Nellie Cook

Kristin and Gunner Cook

2.

WHAT WE
DO DIFFERENTLY
1.

Pool Park + Retail Store

2.

Knowledgeable Staff

3.

Large Buying Power

4.

3.

With over 20,000 square feet of retail space, Aloha Pools of Jackson is the largest pool
contractor in the midsouth. Also, because we know customers like to see, feel, and experience the finished product they are looking for, we have an outdoor pool park with 7
inground pools, 4 above ground pools, and 1 onground pool to show our customers all of
their options in person!

Aloha Pools and Spas of Jackson has a team of highly knowledgeable staff that have
been working in the pool industry for many years. Many of our sales team members, construction leaders and service technicians have over 15 years of experience. Additionally,
almost all of our construction and service crews are our own, not subcontractors, so we
can ensure you’re always getting our best.

Aloha Pools is a proud member of Millennium Buying Group, one of the largest buying
groups in the US. We combine our purchases with other members to get the lowest prices on the highest quality materials. We pass these savings right along to our customers,
so you get the best products for the best prices!

Concrete Wall
At Aloha Pools of Jackson, it is important to us to build a pool that is not just beautiful,
but that also has a solid foundation. Our rebar enforced, 10 inch thick solid concrete
walls are an option that will last your family for generations. Compatible with a vinyl liner, concrete wall pools are salt water friendly and can be customized to any pool shape
you desire.

5.

We Build It All

6.

A Commitment To Customers

We understand that each customer will have their own set of necessities for their yard, which
is why we offer it all. Would you prefer to have a gunite, fiberglass, or vinyl liner inground pool?
We offer all three. Does your yard need a retaining wall, French drain, or additional concrete
decking? We can build it. Have you thought about your fencing, patio furniture, or outdoor
kitchens? We have options for each one. Not ready for inground pool but are dying for your
own outdoor oasis? No problem - we have above ground pools, onground pools, hot tubs and
swim spas to help you create outdoor fun. Whatever you dream up, we can help you achieve it.

At Aloha Pools and Spas, we’re committed to you. We’re not only committed to providing great
craftsmanship of your swimming pool, but also committed to providing top notch products
in the industry. We want your backyard to be something you’re proud of, so that’s why we’re
committed to making that happen. With the latest innovative products and methods of construction, we’re always seeking out ways to deliver even better products for our customers than
before, to make your life a little bit easier. Each year, we look at some of the leading products
in the industry so we can provide the best products for the right price. This includes pumps,
filtration systems, salt systems, building materials, and everything in between so your perfect
backyard will be above the rest! We hope you’ll be inspired with this catalog to dream big and
make your backyard the perfect oasis you’ve been dreaming of!

7 inground pools on site!
4 above ground pools on site!
60+

hot tubs in stock!

100+ outdoor patio sets in stock!

Concrete wall pool
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INGROUND POOLS

5.

WHICH OPTION IS BEST FOR YOU?
We offer all three types of inground pools to our customers because we know that people
have different needs and wants in their new pool. We like to cater to each unique family’s
needs. Below are some of the key differences in each type of pool. Make sure to talk over
your specific needs for your family and for your yard with your inground pool consultant as
they will be able to make suggestions and recommendations catered to you!

Vinyl
Vinyl liner pools are our best selling pool and have an amazing amount of customizations available, with unlimited
shapes and sizes to choose from. Vinyl liner pools have steel or concrete walls and then a vinyl liner over the top of the
wall. Vinyl liners are easy to maintain, and also very easy to repair. Vinyl liner pools are the most economical option
to get into an inground pool. Vinyl liner pools can be easily updated with the installation of a new liner to suit your
tastes.

Fiberglass
Fiberglass pools are a great option for families who are looking for a low maintenance pool that requires little upkeep.
A fiberglass pool is a large, preformed fiberglass shell manufactured in a factory, placed in the ground and backfilled.
Fiberglass pools have preformed steps and often also have built in ledges or seating options. Fiberglass pools have
a smooth surface that if taken care of correctly, won’t need resurfacing. Fiberglass pools are considered to be low
maintenance and easy to take care of.

Gunite
Gunite pools are great for families that are looking for a unique, distinctive pool. Gunite pools have rebar framework
with concrete that is sprayed into place and covered with plaster, creating a custom look. Gunite pools are incredibly
durable and will leave a lasting impression. Gunite pools add beauty to a backyard, and will greatly increase the value
of your home. There are several surfacing choices available for a Gunite pool, and the shape options are endless.

6.

RECTANGLE pools

7.

Rectangle pools are a great place to start when
making design plans and can be easily customized
by adding unique step options, tanning ledges,
coping options, and water features.

8.

90 degree corners

The options for rectangle pools are endless. From
different coping options, step options, and various
placements for tanning ledges and benches,
customers have the opportunity to make a
rectangle pool truly their own.

9.

Oval POOLS

Oval pools are the perfect fix for families with a small
backyard who are looking to make big memories. A
gorgeous addition to your outdoor living area, oval
pools offer the perfect amount of space for kids to
play or to relax poolside.

10.

L-SHAPE pools

11.

L shape pools are a fantastic option for big families
looking for a large amount of swimming space. Because
L shape pools have two clearly defined areas, they are
great for people that enjoy activites and sports with the
desire of two seperate swimming areas.

12.

DEERCREEK pools

THE PERFECT FIT

13.

beach entry

Deer creek pools are similar to what people traditionally
call a kidney shaped pool, except ours has wider radius ends
that give the pool a more sophisticated look. Deer creek pools
enhance the look of your backyard and fit perfectly around
many houses, outdoor rooms, and backyard living spaces.

14.

SOMMERSET pools

15.

Sommerset pools, one of our best sellers, offers a unique,
upscale shape option that complements most backyards
shapes. Sommerset pools are offset rectangles that can
feature deep end swim outs, tanning shelves, or Grecian
edges to make your pool shine.

16.

LAGUNA Pools

17.

Laguna pools mimic the free flow of a natural
body of water and give any backyard a tropical,
luxurious vibe. Laguna pools give a relaxing vibe
and add beauty and charm to any landscape.

18.

GOTHIC ROMAN
POOLS

19.

Gothic roman pools offer a modern twist on a
classic design. Starting with a classic rectangle
design, accentuated inverted radius corners give
a contemporary lift to your backyard.

CUSTOM POOLS

If you have a specific shape or design in mind that
isn’t listed, we can design it! Our construction team
can design any specific pool that’s custom to you,
just like a “T” shaped pool for Tennessee Vols!

20.

FIBERGLASS POOLS

A fiberglass pool is a preformed pool shell that is plumbed and backfilled
in the ground. Fiberglass pools have a smooth, durable finish that doesn’t
require a liner or plaster. Fiberglass pools are a great option for families
who are looking for a smaller pool with unique seating options and tanning shelves. Almost all fiberglass pools have a built in step option, and

21.

many feature seats, benches, and tanning ledges. While fiberglass pools
do come in a large variety of shapes and sizes, it is impossible to customize
the interior since it is made from a mold at a factory.

22.

CUSTOM INTERIORS

23.

Standard White Package

Standard White Package

Standard Gray Package

Standard Gray Package

When you purchase an Aloha swimming pool, we want you to
be able to make it yours. With custom step options, ledges, and
benches, there are thousands of combinations that can make
your pool truly unique. Whether you prefer a resort style pool with
full length steps, or a family friendly pool with a ledge option
where the kids can play, we can make it happen. Let our pool
consultants design the pool of your dreams!

680 Step

Step Ledge Combo

Beach Entry

Wedding Cake Steps
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LEDGES & BENCHES

25.

ACCESSORY OPTIONS

THE NECESSITIES

Don’t forget accessories such as slides
and umbrellas that will provide endless
entertainment! Several slide options are
available in several colors and styles.

26.

COPING OPTIONS
ALUMINUM
Aluminum coping is our standard pool coping.
Aluminum coping is a common look for residential
pools and is the most popular. Our standard pool
package comes with white aluminum coping, but
can be upgraded to gray or tan.

CANTILEVER
Cantilevered coping is a concrete coping that is poured in
place around the edges of your pool. Cantilever coping is low
maintenance and gives a nice seamless finish to the concrete
deck. Adding a border to the cantilever coping, often called
a “picture frame” look is a popular option accomplished by
staining the concrete and hand sawing joints into it.

MARBLE

Marble is a stone coping with rich, warm undertones.
When used as a coping around a pool, travertine coping
adds a natural beauty and warmth to the entire pool.

27.

Additional Options: We also offer other pool coping options upon request,
including brick, rock and marble options.

STONE
STONE

Stone coping is a beautiful, natural stone that is laid
around the pool and grouted, giving your pool a truely
natural look that will blend in to any backyard oasis.

28.

WATER FEATURES

Water features are a soothing addition to
any pool, and come in a variety of options.
With the soothing sound of water and look
of a water fall, you’ll forget you’re in your
own backyard.

Radius Sheer Descent Waterfall

Sheer Descent Waterfall

Rico Rock Waterfall

Deck Jets
Deck jets are just a small feature that
can take your pool to the next level. By
creating an arch stream, cascading over
your pool, it creates a picturesque scene
to complete your backyard.

30.

FEATURES OF IN
CHOOSING A LINER
With so many options, finding a liner that creates the pool you’ve been envisioning can be overwhelming. However, a
great place to start can be thinking about what color you will want your water to be. For a deep blue that offers sharp
contrast to surrounding landscape and is reminiscent of the deep sea, go with darker liners with blue backing. For an
aqua color that reminds you of your favorite tropical vacation, going with a tan, brown, or gray liner will produce a
gorgeous coloring reminiscent of your favorite beach getaway. For light blues similar to the Mediterranean coast, go
with a light blue liner with white backing.
The next thing to decide is rather or not you would like a tile border around the top, or if you prefer a wall pattern all
the way up. Tile border offer a stylish appearance that can update the space and give your pool more personality.
Opting to forego the tile gives a more timeless style that will mimic the look of a gunite or fiberglass pool. Choosing a
liner is completely about personal tastes and choosing a design that complements your backyard. While we are happy
to help you make suggestions, please know there is no “right” or “wrong” liner choice, and this is a fun customization
that truly makes your pool yours.

CHOOSING A SANITATION SYSTEM
Chlorinators
Inline chlorinators are a system that allows you to place chlorine tablets up by the filter, eliminating the need
to drop heavy chemicals directly into the skimmer or in the pool. Chlorinators help to more evenly distribute
chemicals and are specifically for chlorine system pools.

Salt Systems
A salt system is a sanitization system that naturally produces chlorine using salt, similar to ocean water. Salt systems
are great for customers looking for a gentler and more natural water experience, as salt systems are much better
for the human body and have pleasing effects such as leaving skin and hair softer, causing less discolorations than
chlorine, and not burning the eyes. Additionally, salt systems require much less attention to pool chemistry
throughout the year than traditional chlorine and will save you money on the cost of chemicals throughout the year.
Salt systems are becoming more and more popular and are currently sold with 80% of our pools.
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NGROUND POOLS
Automation
Automation allows you to control the pool pump, sanitation system, lights, and any water features you may get
such as a slide, deck jets, or water fountains with a touch of a button - often even from your phone! Automation
allows you to set timers to run your pool, creating a “set it and forget it” system that creates ease and stress
free pool days for pool owners. Many automation systems come with freeze protection, a feature that turns your
pump on anytime the temperature drops near freezing to ensure that your pool pipes don’t freeze if they aren’t
winterized.

Robotic Cleaners
A robotic cleaner is a cleaner that runs off of a booster pump or electrical source that guides itself through the
pool, vacuuming up debris. This is a hassle free cleaner that makes cleaning a breeze so you can spend more
time with your family!

ADDING SAFETY FEATURES
Pool Alarms
A pool alarm is a safety feature that is installed on the side of your pool, which alerts you when there is a water
disturbance. This lets you know when a child or pet has gone into the pool without your knowledge. Did you know
in the state of Tennessee it is required for all new residential pool owners to install a pool alarm? This law is known
as the Katie Beth Law that went into effect in 2011, after a 17-month-old drowned in a swimming pool.

Safety Covers
A safety cover is a vinyl mesh or solid cover that goes over your pool when it’s time to close it for the winter. Unlike
a tarp cover, safety covers also protect your kids and pets from falling into the pool.

HEATERS
Water heaters are excellent choices for those who are looking to enjoy their pool for a larger portion of the year,
or for those with heavily shaded backyards. Pool heaters allow you to set your pool to a pleasing temperature
and maintain it. Pool heaters allow you to swim on the very first warm day of spring, sometimes as early as March,
and enjoy your pool all the way into the fall. Pool heaters are available in natural gas and electric options, and
can also come with a cooling pump.
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ABOVE THE
GROUND POOLS

33.

34.

We offer several durable, long lasting above ground pool
options that are perfect for providing summers full of fun
without breaking the bank. Whether you’re looking for a small
above ground perfect for the little ones (and mom!) to float
in, or you’re looking for a big 33’ above ground that will fit
the whole family, Aloha of Jackson has you covered!

With a variety of step, light, and cover options available, we
are here to take your pool experience to the next level. Were
you wanting a large wedding cake step that provides a safer
entry experience? We’ve got them! Are you worried about
the kids trying to climb in without you watching? Try one of
our safety step options that comes with a lock feature! We
also have a variety of cover and light options to meet all your

Did you think that salt systems were only available for inground
pools? Think again! With our Carvin fully resin/aluminum frames,
salt systems are now a safe option for above ground pools.
Additionally, you are no longer face with only the options of sand
filters anymore - we also offer cartridge filters for our full line up
of above ground pools. With Aloha above ground pools, you get
economical swimming options without sacrificing quality!

35.

Finally the perfect mix between an inground and above
ground pool! Does your backyard have a large slope in
the back? Do you have a rocky back yard, or a reason you
don’t want to excavate? A stealth pool may be the answer
for you!
With a semi inground pool, you are able to have a pool
that is partially out of the ground, and can be built at any
elevation! Stealth semi-inground pools are made from the
same structural material as inground pools, but at less than
half the cost - a stealth pool ranges between $8,000 and
$18,000! Stealth pools only take a couple days to install.
Many customers enjoy adding landscaping blocks, plants,
and natural rocks around their stealth pool for an upgraded oasis feel.
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HOT TUBS
& SPAS

HotSpring hot tubs are our top of the line, best
selling portable spa! HotSpring spas are unparalleled
in quality, value, and customer experience. HotSpring
spas offer an amazing hydrotherapy experience,
while offering a sleek and modern design that adds
to any outdoor oasis.

Did you know... By being based out of California,
HotSpring spas are one of the most efficient hot tubs on
the market. With advanced energy smart features and
circulation pumps that use less energy than a lightbulb,
HotSpring spas are sure to take it easy on your utility bill!

THE ABSOLUTE BEST HOT TUB
OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE®

- Moto-Massage DX Jet + An Excellent Massage Experience: Many HotSpring hot tubs
feature the Moto DX Jet, unlike an other spa jet in the industry. The Moto-Massage DX
jet sends streams of water that move up and down your back, offering the most lifelike
and comprehensive massage experience in the spa industry. Along with other jets
specifically designed to target different muscle groups, HotSpring offers a one-of-akind massage experience.

- Salt Compatible - We know that salt water offers one of the best pool water experiences, and with HotSpring hot tubs, salt is now an option for your hot tub! HotSpring’s
Fresh Water salt system offers a gentle water experience that doesn’t compromise in
keeping your hot tub chemicals balanced and efficient.

- 100% no bypass filtration: When talking about a hot tub, a common concern is sanitation and how to keep hot tub water clean and safe to enjoy. HotSpring spas filter 100%
of the water 100% of the time - meaning that no water escapes the filters, and you are
constantly sitting in clean, fresh water.

OUTDOOR
LIVING

Accents to compliment
and complete your
backyard oasis.

Our Promise
Our promise is to provide you with superior product quality: creating our outdoor furnishings with the
highest quality aluminum, superior grade wicker material, most durable weather resistant materials for our
fabric selections, and keen attention to detail in the hand finishing process.

Our Mission
Our Mission is to be the premier provider of quality wholesale
outdoor furniture from international markets; we strive to
provide superior service and maintain availability of products
at competitive pricing.

A Fit for Every Occassion
If it’s cause to celebrate, then having a patio set will be a welcome complement to indoor festivities. Freshen
up barbeques, a summer birthday party, or even backyard movie nights with a patio sofa set and its plethora
of comfortable seating. You’ll find the added ottoman to be so convenient for resting feet or placing a drink
during a conversation. If there’s a light chill in the air, you’ll find keeping a heater close by will be a welcome
gesture to you and your guests. The high-performance Nuvella™ fabric on all our outdoor sets ensure comfort
and easy-breezy cleanup in the event of a spill or accident.

Home & Patio Sets by Ashley Homestore
Dream, reminisce, or simply lounge—however
you’d like to spend your afternoon, know it’ll be
filled with comfort that’s got your back when it’s on
an outdoor sofa set. Simply put, having cushions,
ottomans, and an end table all in a convenient set
takes the guesswork out of easy entertaining.
Perfect for a self-serve party, guests can grab food
at their leisure and sit on the cushions while
eating—so the stress of finding seating is lifted from
your shoulders. You’ll find that a patio set expands
seating, without compromising on comfort. Make
the most of al fresco living, with help from Ashley
HomeStore.

Credit - Outdoor by Ashley Furniture Industries, Inc.

DREAM. PLAN. BUILD .
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